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ABSTRACT. Starting with Barklu’s idea o f‘radiatiou-atmosphfjro’, whore the different 
constituentH of UeterogeneouH X-rays are <*onsidered as an integrated whole and taking into 
ai'uount tlio various effects due to (i) (Jompton scattering, (ii) interfereiico of the aeattered 
ratiiations (predominantly in the forward diro(*tion), (iii) absorption of the various constituents 
of the b(;am, (iv) narrowTioss of the primary beam in contrast wnth the width of the s(*attered 
beam, and (v) ionization prodiKted by the radiations r(Uioiv<Kl in tbo ionization chambers, a 
theoretical analysis has been given to explain, undi'.r snitablo conditions, most of the experi­
mental roHults of Bai’kla mid Khastgir (1925-27), both c|ualitatively and cjuantitativoly, on 
tJie comparative st-udy of the primary and the scattered beams of heterogeneous X-rays, 
(i) wlu^ n both the beams were filtered through the same increasing thickness of an absorbing 
material for a given average wavelength of th(^  primary beam and (ii) when both the beams 
were (a) unintorci^pted and (b) intercepted by the same thickness of an absorbing matorial over 
a wi(l(5 range of avtu’age wavelcmgths of the primary beam. The laws of the d-phenomenon 
formulated by Barkla have thus lieon tlu'oroiically justified under certain conditions. Barkla’s 
concept of discrotct ‘levcds’ of X-ray activity associated with the ./-phenomenon has not 
been considered in tlio present analysis.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
In a previous paper the writer (Pal, 1964) published an actoount of his analysis 
of tho J-phonomenon in relation to a single beam of X-rays, irrespective of its 
genesis. Following Barkla’s idea of ‘racUation-atmosphero’, a heterogeneous 
beam of X-rays was taken as an integrated whole and the average mass-absorption 
coefficient of tho heterogeneous beam was considered more fundamental than the 
individual wavelengths. On tliis basis a consistent and comprehensive inter­
pretation of the main features of tho phenomenon, as had been observed by Barkla 
(1025) was given. The present paper attempts an analytical survey of some other 
a&petfts of the same phenomenon, which were revealed by a comparative study of 
two heterogeneous beams of X-rays, chosen out of a primary beam and the same 
scattered at different angles. In the experimental procedure, this problem was 
approached from two different directions, as briefly outlined below :
1. Keeping tho penetrating power of the incident primary beam constant,
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(a) the scattered beam was observed fit a particular angle <f> between 
the incident and the scattered l|&ams by intercepting both these 
beams with an equal thickness a?|of an absorbing substance (such 
as Al, Cu, Ag and Sn) and theifeafter receiving the transmitted 
beams into two similar ionization Chambers, the ratio of ionizations 
(S'/P') in tlie two chambers for thclscattered and the primary beams 
was found and plotted against thickness x,
(b) the scattered beam at a certain anpe (j> was similarly (jompared with 
the beam scattered at an angle |>r 90° and the ratio of ionizations 
plotted against the intorcejiting tlfcknoss x,
2. Tlie penetrating power of the incident primary beam was progressively 
increased and for each penetrating power tlic primary \)cam was compared witla 
the beam, scattered in any direction 0, first, when both the beams were uninter­
cepted and later, when both the beams were simultaneously intercepted by sheets 
of a definite thickness of some particular absorbing substance. The ratios of 
ionizations, SjP  for the unintercepted and H'jP' for the intercepted beams were 
determined as in 1. These ratios or their percentage difference was plotted against
the corresponding primary mass-absorption coefficient  ^^  j in aluminium. The
results furnished by these experiments may be summarised as follows :
I. The primary and the s(;attered beams of heterogeneous X-rays 
or the two beams of heterogeneous X-rays scattered in different direc­
tions have either (i) the same absorbability or (ii) a markedly different 
absorbability, when measured in a particular absorbing substance. 
This can be expressed as :
: 0, or a, or 6, or c,
where a, 6, c ... are constants and the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the 
primary and the scattered beams or to the scattered beams pi oceeding 
in two different directions.
A transition from (i) to (ii) in I  is possible, under certain conditions, 
revealing thereby certain discontinuities.
When a difference appears in the absorbabilities of the primary and 
the scattered beams, the percentage difference is independent of the 
angle of scattering and also of the mass—absorption coefficient of 
the primary beam.
The position of the discontinuity, when observed appears to  depend 
slightly on the material of the absorbing substance.
These are the laws of the J-phenomenon as had been formulated by Barkla.
II.
III .
IV.
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Tho ('experimental results on the comparative study of progressive filtering of 
primary and tlie scattered beams of heterogeneous X-rays further revealed certain 
anomalous features. These are :
(a) When tho scattered beam is different from tho primary when measured 
in certain substances, its absorbability may bo and frequently is precisely the same 
as that of tho primary beam when measured in certain other substances.
(b) Even after transmission through substances which show the difference 
betwe(m the primary and the scattered beams, there is still no difference between 
the two, when measured in certain other substances.
In the present paper, an atterajit has been made to give an analysis of the 
experimontal results on the comparative study of the above mentioned two 
heterogeneous beams and to offer a satisfactory explanation of most of tho 
observed features by taking into account tho various factors which are known 
to produce their respective effects on the ultimate observations. We shall refer 
to the experi-mental results which had boon published by C. G. Barkla and S. R. 
Khastgir 1925b), 26b, 27)
B A C K G R O U N D  O F  T H E  A N A L Y S I S
For a theoretical analysis of the results of experiments in question we 
have to consider four different types of problems, viz. (i) scattering, (ii) interferencje,
(iii) absorption and (iv) ionization. Each of these effects is known to have a direct 
bearing on tho wavelength of the radiation concerned.
When the X-ray beam experimented upon is hetoi-ogoneous, as in the present 
case, a theoretical approach is beset with many difficulties. For example, a spec­
trum with a vast multitude of wavelengths has to be confronted. To make tilings 
worse, the energy-distribution function over the constituents is not known with 
certainty and is likely to vary with the tube generating the X-rays. Further, 
a part of the spectrum, towards the longer wavolongth-side, is absorbed while 
traversing its various air-paths, even before reaching the measuring instruments. 
This sets an uncertain limit to tho longer wavelengths in the spectrum under 
study and hence any summation-operation carried between limits, one of which 
IS ill-defined, camiot bo expected to yield either comparable or reliable results.
It IS, therefore, at once obvious that such a heterogeneous complex beam of 
X-rays should, in a mathematical analysis, be best treated as an integrated whole 
without any special reference to the individual monochromatic constituents and 
tlm  should have an ‘average’ property which, to some extent, is mewurable by 
What IS known as the ‘mass-absorption coefficient’. This had been frequently 
s tr o s^  by Barkla. On the basis of this, it becomes possible to assign one wave- 
len gth -an  average o n e -to  the whole beam, as though it  were homogeneous.
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(i) Scattering
According to the classical theory,the intensity scattered by a single ‘free’ 
electron a t an angle <j» with the primary beam ,|s given by the wellknown equation
/ ,  -  iT i/p (l+  c|i*9i) ( 1)
where — e*//2r®m*c* — constant |
and Ip  =  Intensity of the primary beam. |
For the whole atom, the expression is to be |iultiplio<l by or Z, (where Z  is 
the atomic number) according as the p ac k i*  of the electrons inside the atom 
is very close or otherwise. |
On the quantum theory, the Compton-cl|inge of wavelength on scattering, 
is given by—
OK me vers ^  vers <j> (2)
and the scattering function, as given by Breit, Dirac (1926) and others can be written 
a s :
( l +  me* 'a '  ) " ’ ... (3)
(The notations used in the above equations have their usual significance.)
Our method of analysis is as follows : The heterogeneous primary beam is 
regarded as a whole and defined by an average wavelength. The scattered radia­
tion consists of two parts, one of which is ‘modified’ and the other ‘unmodified* 
after scattering. The modified portion is assumed to follow the scattering function 
expressed in (3) and the unmodified portion, naturally that given in (1). The 
effects of interference and absorption on each of the two scattered intensities are 
then considered separately and finally the ionizations produced by the corres­
ponding transmitted parts. These ionizations when added up give the resultant 
ionization occuring inside the ionization chamber for the scattered beam. In 
the case of the ionization in the primary chamber only the effect of absorption 
on the primary intensity as a whole is considered.
In  connection with the scattering of a heterogeneous beam of X-rays the 
Compton-change of wavelength which should be appropriately ascribed to the 
modified portion of the scattered rays is, of course, that given by (2). Such a 
change in a particular direction is always independent of the incident wavelength. 
Hence an average wavelength A, when modified, should have an average wave­
length A+^Ap,
As for the percentage modification (which is defined as : 100 x  fraction of the 
incident intensity modified) occuring in a scattering process, it is learnt from the 
experiments of Backhurst (1934) with crystal-selected monochromatic X-rays,
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that for very liard rays (A =  0.25 A) and light scattering atoms such as beryllium 
or carbon, the nKxJification, at ^ is approximately 100%. But this figure
stewlily diminislios cither as the wavelength or as the atomic number of the scatter­
ing element is increased. Tho data for (p ^  90®, however, are lacking.* In the 
(?asc of a hoterogoneous complex beam, wo are, of course, concerned with an average 
])crcontag(  ^ modification corresponding to an average wavelength.
Let C\ represent the fraction of the incident intensity which is modified on 
being soattcrod at an angle <p, so that (I —6%) represents tho corresponding fraction 
which is unmodified. Therefore; from** (J) and (3), the modified scattered in­
tensity in tho direction (p is given by
/V -  KIpG, (1+cosV) ( l +  
and the unmodified scattered intensity in the same direction
(4)
... (5)
where K  =  constant.
(ii) Interference
The effect of interferonee of the scattered radiations from tho scattering 
electrons has been observed to play an important rolo in determining the nature 
of results in the absorption experiments with heterogeneous scattere<i X-rays. 
Indeod, in oourso of a previous publication (Pal, 1949), the writer definitely showed 
that the ‘exco.ss scattering’ in the forward direction, arising from interference of 
tho Boattorod radiations, could introduce anomalies into tho results even to tho 
extent of concealing or refuting the Compton-effect. So far as the /-phenomenon 
18 concerned, the effect of interference does not seem to have received duo consi- 
deration from the workers on the subject. Excess scattering, owing to the pre- 
ponderance of longer wavelengths in tho heterogeneous scattereil beam, produces 
a general softening of this beam increasing its average wavelength. This has to 
be taken into account, remembering that tho effect increases with an increase in 
the incident wavelength or in the atomic number of the scattering element and 
With a decrease in tho scattering angle p (Pal, 1948),
The effect due to interference is two-fold : There is (i) an enhancement of tho
scattered intensity and (ii) an increase in tho average wavelength of the scattered 
beam.
* Although Bftckhurst’s results lack in data for 9 ^  90“, yet it will not be unreasonable 
to ei^ot that they are in line with those for 9 = 160°, in a general way at least.
xadiatiom*" of polarization that may be present in the incident
Let H8 represent the enhancement of intensity by a factor A)} for a
given scatterer. Let us also put:
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A) =  (l+cos»?i){l4vi^{^, A)} (6)
Now, when (f> ;> 90°, the effect of intorferen^ is negligible, so that ^  =  0 and we
get I
/  =  l +  cos^0 =  1, whi|n (f> =  90°.
We also get r  - (7)
Let the increase in the average wavelength ^ue to interference bo represented by 
A<p and that produced by the Compton-effefet by so that the total increase 
in the average wavelength for the modified scattered rays is given by
(8)
and thart for the unmodified scattered rays by A  ^only. Here it is recognised that, 
strictly speaking, the contributions by interference are different for the modified 
and unmodified rays. But the difference is regarded as one of second-order small­
ness and hence neglected.
After interference has taken place, the intensities of the scattered radiation, 
in the direction {i, are obtained from (4), (5) and (6), Thus for the modified part, 
we got
r(p == A/pC'<p(l+008^^)^!+ j A+<^ A^ )}
iT/pC-, ( l + (0)
and for the unmodified part,
1% =  Ji:/p(l-C^)(l+co8*^6){l+v^^(^5, A)} 
== K I j .{ l - C ,) M ,  A) . . .  (10)
(iii) Ahaorption
When a heterogeneous beam of X-rays traverses a thickness x of an absorb­
ing sheet of m atter it is hardened up owing to its softer constituents being more 
readily absorbed. As x  increases, (A/p) for the emergent beam decreases, so also 
its average wavelength A. The rate of variation of (A/p) cr of A, however, 
becomes smaller and smaller with an increase in till a t a certain stage, this 
variation is practically indistinguishable for any further increase ^n re, so that the 
course of the (A/p> —curve is then practically parallel to the a:—axi?, signifying
th a t the transmitted rays have become more or less homogeneous.
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Critical ahnorbing thickness : If  two heterogeneous beams with slightly 
different penetrating powers (such as a primary and the corresponding scattered 
beam) be oacii passed through a thickness x of an absorbing material, their (p/p)- 
valuos, on emergeiK;e, should generally exhibit a difference. But as the softer of 
ilie two beams is absorbed in a somewhat greater proportion, the rate of fall of 
(P>Ip) with increasing x, for the softer beam, will be steeper than that for the beam 
which is Icsfe soft. This moans that the difference S(p>lp) between them gradually 
diminislios as x increases, till for a thickness equal to or greater than a certain 
value Xcf this difference is practically indistinguishable. The minimum absorbing 
thickness x which, so to say, brings down both the beams to the same level of 
absorbability, will be hereaftcir, called critical absorbing thickness
Thus an important property of critical thickness is that,
i f  Xc
or
I
(^ A), = 0 J
... (11)
where the subscript x signifies to transmission of each of the beams concerned 
througli an absorbing substance of thickness x.
I t  is easy to see that the critical thickness for an absorber should increase 
with the hardness of the radiation and for any radiation should decrease with an 
increase in the atomic number of the absorbing clement.
Mass-absorption coeffldent : This coefficient, in the case of a monochromatic 
beam of X-rays, follow's a linear relation with A®. Thus
=  A+BX^ (12)
where A and B  are constants depending upon the material of the absorber.
The first term A  arises from the energy absorbed by recoil electrons and is 
called the scattering absorption coefficient * and the second term B  is due to the 
energy absorbed by the ejected photo-electrons and is called the *true absorption 
coefficient*.
For a narrow beam of X-rays, like the primary beam, the energy absorbed 
by recoil-electrons is practically lost to the beam, whereas for a wide beam, a part 
of the scattered energy will remain lodged inside the beam and add to its intensity. 
Thus the (pjp) for a narrow beam is expected to exceed th a t for a "wide beam. 
The scattered beam in the experiments under review was always very wide. For 
such a wide beam A  in (12) would be reduced to a somewhat smaller value A \  
The amount of reduction wotild depend on the geometry of the measuring instru­
ment. This had actually been varified experimentally by Bachem (1923),
The extrapolated values of A  and B  for a few chemically pure* elements 
are given in the following Table I. In the 5^h column of this table, are also sup­
plied the corresponding maximum values |>f absorbing thickness employed in 
the experiments under review, for quick rei^rence.
T A B L E f
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Absorbing
oloment
Range of 
wavelength 
in A.U. i
B
x(max.) 
in cm.
A1 0.2 - -0.7 |l3 • 14.1 0.150
Cu 0.2 -0.4 |S5 153 0.009
0.4 ^ -0.7 140
Ag 0.3 - -0.4 3.5 551 0.012
0.5 - 0.6 .5 84.6
8n 0.25--0.3 2.5 600 0.010
0.3 ~-0.7 1 ?
Au 0.25--0.55 ? ? 0.008
Transmuted Intensity : In  the ease of a narrow monochromatic beam of 
A-rays, the transmitted intensity is givem by
=  Jo ex p | —^ ^ j ^  Jo exp { - (A  f (13)
where Jo is the intensity of the incident beam. For a wide beam A is replaced 
by A'.
To calculate the transmitted intensity in the case of a lieterogeneous beam, 
we have to substitute for A in (13) the average wavelength ‘L ’ inside the absorbing 
sheet, which is the mean of the average incident wavelength A and the average 
transmitted wavelength A*. Thus the required average is given by
L  =  i(A+A,,), (since x  is small)
We shall here p u t : A* =  A(1—2(o) whore o> =  a>{x, A, Z).
L =  i{A +A (l-2o)}
=  A (l-w )
Substituting this in (13),
J„ =  Joexp{—(A+^L*)*}
=  Jo[exp(-Aa;)] exp {-Ba;A»(l-6))»}
(14)
(15)
(16)
* Traces of impurities as are usually present in the oommeroial varieties of the metate 
are apt to afleot the values of A and B considerably.
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^DiajHirity :
For A wo put :
A^  =  A(l-2o>)
/ .  for A+SA we write
(A-\-SA)g, — (A+<^^)(1—2co') 
so that when a; — 0, co =  0 and 6>' =  0 
and when x x ,^ a> ^  oonst. and w' const.
For small values of x, to and to^  are supposed tfi be small compared to unity. 
Now, (A+M )^-(A+r^A)*(l»-2co')
=  a | i +  ^ —2co'|, (neglecting second and higher order smallness)
and A«, =  A(l~~2co)
(A + «A yA .=  n i ^ - 2 ( t o ' - w ) ,
(neglecting second and higher order smallness) 
Thus =  4^_2(<o'-to) =  g'„(8ay) 
A^ A
(17)
(18)
Here is called the ‘disparity”-term which is defined as the fractional difference 
between tho average transmitted wavelengths of the two beams of slightly different 
average wavelengths after passing through a certain thickness x  of an absorbing 
substance.
Also from (18) we can write
-(‘" ' - “ ) =  I  (« '* + T )
dA 
A “ (19)
Properties of gr^ :
(a). When a; =  0, <o' =  0 =  co SA
(b) . When x >  i^^)x =  0 (vide eqn. 11), so tha t
(A+<^ A)a,/Aa5 =  1 and =  0 
Also 2(<o' — to) =  SA/A from (18).
(c) When the two beams compared are equally hard
=  0, CO =  (*>' from (18), j « =  0
(d) For homogeneous beams, o>' =  0 =  co
SAfrcnn (18), constant
A
(e) I t  will be sometimes necessary to know how the quantity, • x), varies 
Mdth X* F o r th is , we no te  th a t  th is  q u an tity  ius always positive, having a value 0 
a t  a; 0 and  a t  a: ^  x .^ Therefore, soniewheipo botwei^n a: — 0 and  x  =  a?<.,
has a  m ax im um  value : ;
ttj-.'
(f) As A decrease's, th e  q u an tity  2(6)'-46>) i.e. increases. For,
when A is large, ^  w and  when A is emall^' co' >  co.
(iv) Ionization in SOo inside the ionization cfiamher
T his has been found to  bo prf>portional t4  the in tensity  and the  cube of th e  
w avelength o f th e  rays? concerned. Thus if represtmt the  ionization produced 
by th e  rad ia tio n  tran sm itted  th rough  a thicknisw x  of the absorbing m aterial, then
-^r7/^A3(l-2o))® ... (20)
whore g — C onstant.
S E C T I O N  r.
CJ O M V A R I  S O N O K  T H E  S C A T T E R E D  A N D  T H E  P R I M A R Y  
R A D I A T I O N S  A T  C O N S T A N T  I N C T D E N W A V E  L E N G T  H  
A F T E R  JMl  O G R  K S S I  V E  F I L T E R I N G
A. Evaluation of the ratio {S'/F') :
L e t S ' rep resen t th e  ionization produced by the  scatterofl beam in the  direc­
tion  ^  and  P ' til a t  by  th e  p rim ary  beam , after they  liave traversed, each a  thickness 
X of th e  absorbing m ateria l.
T hen
S'  -  S', +  S'o
w here th e  subsi^ript 1 denotes the  contriln ition  by the modified portion  of the  rays 
and  th e  subscrip t 2 th a t  by th e  unmodified, so th a t 
(S'/P')tp =  (S'JP')<p+{S'JP')tp
Now, neglecting th e  absorp tion  inside th e  scatterer (supposed to  be light and  
th in ), and  m aking use of equations (8), (9), (10), (16), and (20) wo m ay w rite
P '  =  /p [oxp  ( ”~Ao?;][cxp {—PA^(1 —6i)^ a;}](7oA (^l —2co)^
S \  =  KIpCv A+^A,.)[exp (-A 'x )] .
[exp {-i?(A+Ap)»(l -  co")M M A+Ap)*(l -2a)")»
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and
S \  =  K I p ( l - C M ,  A)[exp(-^'a:)].
[exp{-5(A+Ay)»(l -  to')»a;}MA+Ay)»(l - 2 m')»
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wliero (j. a constant in (20) corrosponds to the scattered beam and to the primary 
l)cani and w, w" refer to the primary beam, the unmodified scattered beam and 
the nuKlifiod scattered beam respectively.
Thus (S \lP ’)ip -  K(glg^) C<p ( I -|- A+<yAy)[cxp {(A-^')a;}].
texp 6)T-A *(1- co) W +
or (  ^ == ATV[exp{(A-A')x}]f{<f>, A){ 1 +  }.
j^oxp -35a;A»| —(to"—w ) |]  ^1—3 -^- 6(to"—to )|,
imtting K ' — Const, and neglecting second and higher order smallness.
This can be approximately written as :
( S \ I P \  =  A"(.V[exp{(A-yl')a;}J/(^, A)[l +  ^ ' SA, -35a;A*{-^"- -(< o " -(o ) |
- j-3 |-^  —2(to"—to) I j
Proceeding similarly \vc may evaluate 
(5 y P %  =  A '(l-C ,)[exp{(A -A 'ia;}]/(ji,A )[]-35a;A 3{ ^  - ( to '- to ) }
+ 3 {  ^  - 2 ( to '- to )  } ]
Noav considering the Conjpton-change of wavelength SA,p and the wavelength 
change due to interference we can write :
— (c*)'' —a>) — i^?aj+ j
A
*/05 --
LJk(p
A,or
A
Now putting
we get /\y>
A -(to'-to) = i(p„+ )
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Substituting these values in the above expressions we have,
( S \ I P \  =  K V ^ [^M{A-A')x}]f{(f>, A) •
[ l +  SxA»( g „ + ^ d ^ | + 3 (  g , -  )]
and
(S y p ')^  =  K '( l - 0 ^  A) •I
[ l - p x A ^  ) + 3 p ,]
I
Adding up the above two expressions we hajr^ e finally 
{S'IP'), =  (S 'J P ’), + {S 'JP '),
=  K ’f{<f>, A)[exp{(A-^')a:}] ^ \ + C , l -  dA, 
Px+C'^i i (^qx—Px— (21)
B. Progressive Absorption, tp <  90®
From the expression (21) it is noted that the curve (iS7P')v> plotted against 
small values of x, should steadily slope down. For, p .^ and q^—Px (which is positive) 
diminish, w^hile p^^,x and (g^ ;- Pt^*^ increase with increasing x, and the exponential 
term is nearly equal to unity, a t least for aluminium and copper. This result is 
in agreement with those illustrated for (j> — 30®, 60® and 90® in Fig 4, p. 652 
Barkla and Khastgir (1926b)
C. Progressive Absorption, <j> =  90°.
When ^  =  90®, we have /  =  1, / '  =  0, — 0. Taking =  co, we got
Pfji =  0. Putting now == »*«» we write = -"^  —2(<o'"—6>).
Therefore, substituting these in (21) we have
{8'IP')90'> =  K '  [ l _ 3 C ' 9 0 » { ^ - a : A » ( r „ + - r „  ) }]exp{(^ -A ')ic>
5A90°
since (A —A')x  is small as compared to unity.
- r , ) } + { ^ - ^ > ]  ... (22)
* Usually the tenns with coofficientBa? are very small compared to 'unity and can 
be neglected in equation (21). This will greatly simplify all subsequent calculations leading, 
however, to identical results,
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Lot Li8 now cjonsiflor different absorbers. Tlie following cases are considered ;
(i) For A1 and Cii absorbers the to^ rm (A —A').x  ij-. negligibly small, so that the 
course of the curve (>S'7P')90° plotted against small values of cr, should be des- 
t3i^ ndiijg towards the right, as for <  90*^ .
(ii) For Ag and Sn, on the c.ontrary, the term {A—A')-x may not be 
negligible (Vide Table I), so that it will counteract the preceding term in equation 
(Ii2) and may actually balance the same within limits of experimejital error, for a 
suitable wavelength; in which case; the only outstanding term on the right hand 
sid(^  of the equation is K' == Const. This means that the (S'IP ')qo''—x graph 
will be a horizontal straight line, as though the scattered radiation were ‘un­
modified’ (Vide Eqn 31). These results are illustrated in Fig. 2., p. 646, Barkla 
and Khastgir (1926b).
Similar and c onfirmatory graplus for the Ag-absorber, with a small downward 
trend at the right hand side extremity^ were obtained by the present writer also, 
with radiations, A -- 0.55A and 0.60A. With harder radiations, A =  0.46A 
(untiltered) and 0.38 A (filtered), neutralisation as above, was onl}^  partial and the 
curve sloped dowm to the tune of 10 and 15% respectively for x =  0.009 cm exactly 
as theory would have it.
As (A —A') 0 for Cu, wc^  (tan hardly exj)ect a horizontal straight line for
the curve (S'/P')^o° against x ,  (except in the region of soft unmodific^d rays 
(C90°=^0). A1 jiiay give such a horizontal line graph but that also with radiations 
wiiich arc^  not modified for some* reason or other.
To explain the dual behaviour simultaneously, on the part part of Sn, in the 
reference mentioned above, the inference that commends itself is that C90® had 
changed in the process of scattering. I t  might also bo that the incident radiation 
(joiKjerned had passed through a state of instability during that particular experi­
ment, causing a fluctuation of the hardness of the rays and therewith of 6^ 90°. 
feuch a possibility, of course, cannot be ruled out, especially for gas tubes working 
continuously for a long time. A fluctuation, of 090° may also be held responsible 
for the so-(^alled ‘sub-lever in Fig. 4 of the same reference.
The foregoing evidences led Barkla and Khastgir to hold that the same radia­
tion could be a mcKlifiod radiation when te.^ted with A1 or Cu—absorber, but 
an unmodified one wdien tested with Ag and also, sometimes modified and sometimes 
unmodified when tested with Sn. In the light of the presont analysis w’’o are, 
however, inclined to the view that scattering was undoubtedly accompanied by a 
modification of the Compton-type in every case treated above and that the observed 
difference was due merely to two mutxially opposing tendencies a t work later 
during absorption. These tendencies practically balanced each other, as a m atter 
of chance, in the case of Ag and Sn; whereas, for A1 and Cu absorbers, such a 
balance w^ as imposdble, the effect then being practically unilateral Although 
a truly unmodified’ radiation should mean an almost horizontal straight line
in many eases {Vide eqn. 31), yet the converse is not necessarily always true. 
In  other words, a Compton-change of wave-length which has actually taken place 
a t scattering, may not be invariably evident from a concomitant change in the 
absorbability of a heterogeneous scattered |»eam tested as above.
The experiments with compound absoiJ>ers yielded anomalous results which 
require explanation [Vide Fig, 3, p  649, B ar|la  and Khastgir (1926b). If  a second 
absorber of thickness ‘i/’ and made of a different material, be placed beliind the 
first, i.e. on the emergent sides of the pri|aary and secondary beams, corres 
ponding additional terms have to be intloduced into the expression (22) to 
account for the extra absorption. Denotitii the two successive absorptions by 
double dashes, we have at ^  =  90°.
{S"lP“U y  -  iT'[l-3r790»{'|>a:A»( r„+  -»•» )}  + ( A - A { ) x
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-3C 90 ' ) +  (
... (23)
wli(*re subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the first and second absorbers respectively and 
ry coriTisponds to the beams which pass through the se-cotul absorber after trans­
mission through the first.
Cor. 1. I f  X < Xc
iS'lP'h
sincjo the quantity within ea(?h curled bracket is essentially positive and further 
(A^—A \ y x  and are small. Hence {8 "IP "—x) graph lies below the
(S 'jP '^ x )  graph, both sloping downwards. This is illustrated for paper and paper 
phis aluminium in fig. 3 C of the above reference where y^i == 0.048 cm.
Cor. 2. I f  y  is very small, i.e. y  0. 
then (8"jP")^^  «  (S '/P-). since f« s
This means that the two ratios plotted against x, give coincident graphs as 
in Pig. 3A or 3B of the above reference, where x  represents the nmning thickness 
of A1 and y  the constant thickness (0.002 cm) of Ag or of Sn. In an analogous 
manner, paper and paper phis Ag.(0.002 cm.) also give concurrent graphs as in 
Fig. 3C.
Thus if 0.002 cm. thickness of Ag or of Sn is regarded as very small for the 
purpose of absorption, the principal feature of Fig. 3. (A, B and C) can be eicplained 
easily.
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C o t . 3. I f .r j5 : .r c  and y  is small but not very small then also 
{S'IP% -= 0, =  0 and fy -  0. [ A ^ - A \y x  and { A ^ -A \Y y
are siipposcHl to l>e very small also.
SECTION II
C O M J ^ A R J S O N  O F  T H E  S C A T T E R E D  R A D I A T I O N S  
AT C O N S T A N T  P R I M A R Y  W A V E L E N G T H :  ^ =  0*^  A N D
0 -  90°
A. Evaluation of the ratio S'^ /^ S"90° — Jft'^
Li t^ ropr<\sent the ionization produced by the scattered radiation in the 
diro(;tion <}>, alter it has pa.'-sod tlirough a thioknoss 'x* of an absorbing substance 
and the corresponding quantity, in the direction 0 90°. Then jR'  ^ =
S \  iJS'iHF — (fS'IP')f /{E'IP')90°, Substituting the values of the ratios from equa­
tions (21) and (22) wo have, after neglecting scvjond and liigher order smallness
9S.A)[i +6V
[ q . - p , - -  ) -f r» 0 " ( -^ ^ |5 ! .- r ,  )J ] ... (24)
If  J?(p represent tlie ratio for the uninter(?epted scattered beams its value can be 
deduced by j)utting ir 0 in the above eqn.(24).
Thus
B , =/(?). A) [i +<794 +3{i7„+(7, + C 9 0 ^ ( ^ ^ ^  _r„ )J ]
Since <^ Aoo0^ ~  A<p == +dA^ (Vide eqn. 8).
B ,  A) [  l + c j j  ^A ,+ 3  ] ... (25)
This gives the ratio of ionizations produced by the unintercepted scattered beams 
one of which is in the forward direction, <f> <  90®. In  the backward direction, 
<f> >  90®, wo have
/(^, A) =  1+cosY
/ '  =  0 and A# =  0(Fide oqn. 7), so that 
R f =t 1-f- cosY- This is same for all wavelengths.
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This affords an easy exj>erimental test of the aecuracy of the foregoing ana- 
lysia and was verified by the writer a t ^ — 150°, for wlu(^h should be equal 
to 1.75. The experimental data (Pal, 1948 a!^d 1950) in this connection, with light 
paraffin wax scatterer (for which the treatn^nt is more aptly valid), are presented 
in the following Table II. In it, the observell ratio of the ionizations in the direc­
tions concerned, the ratio corrected for polai|zation of the incident beam and the 
ratio further corrected for the obliquity of t ^  scattered pencil are entered in the 
4th, 5th, and 6th. columns respec^tively. T|ic last column gives the divergence 
of each ratio from the moan of the ratios, t
TABI: .E  i l
Equiv. X 
in A.U.
P/U * (2P/U)
--------------T -
IJnrorroct^cl
ratio
Katio
coiToctod
for
polarization
R atio next 
corroctod 
for
obliquity
Divergonoo% 
of tbo ratio  
from the 
moan
0.77 0.100 0.150 1.79 1.63 1.05 - 2 . 3
0.40 0.023 0.036 1.745 1.71 1.73 H-2.3 ,
0 .44 0.016 0.024 1.72 I .69 1.71 +  1.2
0 .34 0.017 0.026 1.725 1.69 1.71 +  1.2
0.276 0.026 0.039 J .705 1.66 1.68 - 0 . 6
0.25 0.032 0.048 1.69 1.63 1.65 - 2 . 3
0.225 0.046 0.068 1.65 1.57 1. 59
0.33 0.042 0.063 1.72 1.65 1.67 - 1 . 2
Moan 1.69
♦ P  =  Planepolorizcd in tensity . I I  — unpoUirizod intensity.
I t  will be noted from the above table that the corrected ratio is fairly constant, 
lying within ±2.3%  of the mean value (1.69). The small defect of the mean ratio 
from the theoretical 1.75, may be attributed to the absorption (neglected) occuring 
inside the scatterer as also inside the thin aluminium sheet (thickness .01 cm.) 
covering the window of the ionization chamber. For full details of the (corrections 
reference may bo made to the previous papers (Pal, 1948 and 1949) published by 
the author.
B. Progressive. Ahsorfption
(a) In  the backward direction, >  90^ there is no interference and the 
equation (24) may be written down as :
« ,  =  (1+oo.V) [ { c .  (  »'+ - ^ )  ) }
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Wo J i o t f  in this equation that SAf, >  /JA90  ^ Oi? >  C'oO®, >  fx\ further as x  
im:i< a,sc-s from zero. diminishes atul {q£X—r.j.:x) initially increases. There­
fore li'f  diiiiiiiislies as x  iinirtvascs from zero and the curve plotted against x  
begins to slope down towards the right. This was verified experimentally by the 
writer (Pal, for (j> -= l.W".
(1)) In tlio forward direction, (j> <  90°, the graph R \  —xm ay be (i) ascending, 
(ii) descending, or (iii) liorizontal, depending on the relative magnitude of the 
interference effecd.
(i) A/trsnding graph : When the effect of interference is small—as for 
liglit scatterers and short wavelcmgths or largo angle (p —as compared with the 
Compton short effe< t. we may put / '  ss 0, A,f 0 and p * 0 in equation (24) 
and obtain
A) 1 I-b !!- - x A * (JAdo”A 't )}
Hero S A w  >  ( '90° (\^  and >  r/^ . Further, m  x  inereasos from zero,
7.r) dimiriLshos and {r^'X~q^\r.) initially ineroaBes. Therefore initially 
inereaKes with x, bo that tho (uirvii x  is ascending towards the right.
(ii) J)escetidmg graph : Wlien, howtwer, the effect of inteiderence is largo— 
as for s(tatter*(‘rs of high atomic, numhor, long wave-lengths or small angle (J)—as 
compared with the- Compton effoct, tlio lattcjr may bo noglocted and equation 
(24) may bo written down as :
R \  - - /(^ , A) xA» ( ]
Her(i as x  incroasop from zero, diminishes and (Pa-'.c) initially increases. There­
fore E \  initially diminislu>s as x  increases, so that the curve is descending
towards the right.
(iii) Horizontal graph : Tho condition for horizontality requires tha t R \  should 
be equal to R^ for all values of x  concerned. Hence equating equations (24) 
and (25) it may be deduced that :
0 =
+  { -  p  +?.+<•■, ) +6'90*( ,
for all values of a;.
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Collecting the terms free from and independent of **’ and equating them to 
zero, we have
~ C w  ^ ^ = ^ = 0A A
(26a)
Substituting this in the rest of the above cxf 
zero, we have
cssion which must also be equal to
2 ) CV(g„|,J^«)--C'90“ r j  =  0
for all values of x.
(2ttb)
for all values of x  concernocl.
I t  is noted tha t the condition (26b) is identical with the condition (26a) when
X -= 0.
Thus if the graph —x is to be horizontal, the general condition which 
must be satisfied is given by eqn. (26b). 
concerned from 0 upwards.
Cor. 1. I f  is large, the above condition reduces to
This relation must hold for values of x
Cor. 2. If  P j: —  0 (as in the backward direction) the condition (26b) can 
never be satisfied and no horizontal graph can be obtain(3d.
Horizontality implies a constancy of the ratio R \  i.e. (S'IP')(p =  Const. 
X (S'/P')90**, Therefore, by suitably choosing the scale of reference for one set of 
ratios, the graph (S'IP')<p'—x  may be made to superpose exactly on the graph 
(S'IP')90^ —a?. This is illustrated for =  30® and 60® in Fig. 4. p. 652. Barkla 
and Khastgir (1926b).
All the above three varieties of the graph were obtained by the writer (Pal, 
1949), for (p == 30® or 20®. Graph of the type (i) was yielded by carbon and paraffin 
was scatterers, of the type (iii) by filter paper and of the type (ii) by aluminium 
and sulphur, in complete accord with the theoretical results. What Barkla and 
Khastgir had recorded in Fig. 4, was but one variety which was equivalent to  the 
third. The horizontal and the descending graphs had also been observed by 
Barkla and Mackenzie (1926—1926).
The results of the types (ii) and (iii) appear to be in conflict with the Compton 
effect. But this appearance, clearly enough, is only superficial. For the nature 
of the overall result is determined essentially not by the Compton effect alone, 
but by the combination and relative magnitudes of the Compton elf©<5t and inter- 
ferSibe; operate upon the radiations concerned in opposite manners;
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e.g. tho scattered rays at (4 =  30° are rendered harder than those a t =  90°,
due to the Compton effect, whereas the reverse is the case due to interference.
8 E C T I O N I I I
C O M P A R I S O N  O F  T H E  S C A T T E R E D  A N D  T H E  P R I M A R Y  
R A D I A T I O N S  F O R  D I F F E R E N T  I N C I D E N T  
W A V E L E N G T H S
A. Evaluation of the percentage difference between the intercepted and unintercepted 
ratios
Let the ratio of the ionizations produced by the scattered and the primary 
radiations—both uninterceptod—be denoted by (SjP)^ and the same when both 
tho beams are intercepted by a constant thickness x  of an absorber, by {S'IP')fp,
Now, {S/P}^ can be calculated from eqn. (21) by putting a; =  0, so that
(SIP), = K 'M , A)[ 1 + r / ^ .  [ p ,+ C \  (^qo-Po-
=  A) [ ^A,+3?)o
since the quantity inside the small bracket contained within the curled bracket 
is equal to zero. With tho help of this equation and equation (21), the fractional 
difference between the ratios i.e.
{(SIP),^{S'IP%)j{SIP),
=  [ 3l»o+ " y  ) - ( A - A ' ) x
- -3 [ p . ^ C , { q , - p , -  ^  J I ] /  ( H  3p„+C, ^  <JA, )
a^) If  a; ^  Xg *, then =  0 and q^ , =  0, so tha t 
m p ) , - ( s ' i p ' h } m p ) ,  = [3 p o +  | bxa» {^ ^ + c ,
- (A -A ')x+ ^C ,  /  ( 1+33^0+0,r  <JA, ) ... (27)
At ^ =  30°, Spo is large compared to all other terms except 1. Hence approxi* 
mately
m P ) , - { S ’IP’)M SIP),  =  3p o /(l+ 3 p o )
3A^
/  ( (28)
X. oonespoads to qj^  (>  p ,)
A, increases as A increases. Now if we fissume that oo A, to a rough ap­
proximation, for a  small range of wavelengtl^ at least, then it is at once evident 
tha t the above fractional difference and hen(^ the percentage difference between 
the intercepted and unintercepted ratios is ooilstant, i.e. independent of the inci­
dent wavelength A within th a t range.
The percentage difference, when compuled from the above, may also come 
out with the right order of magnitude, as the fiflowing tentative example will show.
Example : Let A =  0.6 A (which is aji^roximatoly equal to the moan of 
the wavelengths employed by Barkla and K hm gir) and A  ^=  0.020A on a modest 
estimate. Then the percentage difference b^woen the ratios is given by :
100 =  300X 1 - 3  X ) =  9%.
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This agrees exactly with that estimated by Barkla and Khastgir  ^1962b) 
(Vide Pig. 5. p. 653) showing that the agreement is not only qualitative but may 
be quantitative as well.
(b) Constancy of the percentage difference between the ratios for ^ =  90® 
and 60®e
Wo have alread;^ learnt that when the incident radiation satisfies the conditions 
expressed in (26 a) and (26b), is constant and independent of x.
Taking the log. differential with respect to x, ^{log i?'^} =  0. 
or S[\og {{8^IPy(8^IF)90^}] -  0.
or «[log{(S7P'),-log (8'IF)90^}] -  0.
or d(S'IP% l(8'P%  =  S(8'IP')go^l(8'IF)90^
Now, considering the variation of the ratios between a: =  0 and x =  x  (small), 
we may rewrite the above in the form
100[(8IP)^-(8'IP%]I(8IP), =  100[()g/P)90® ~(iSf7P')90“]/(iS/P)90«
Putting ^  =  60® and 30® successively, we have
m{(8IP)eo^^(8'IF)eo^} _  100{(5/P)9o°-(iS7P')90°}
(8IP)eo^ “ (8IP)9o°
100{(8IP )30--{8 'F )^}
(S7P)80®
(29)
Thus the percentage difference between the intercepted and unintercepted 
ratios for ^  =  90® and the same for^ == 60®, are equal and each equal to the corres* 
ponding percentage difference for ^  =  30® (which has been shown to be a constant- 
independent of A through a small range of wavelengths, when a? 5 ; «?<.), This
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quality, oi course, is v^ alid so long as the particular wavelength employed 
satisfies the condition (26a) i.o,
A^ +6V<^ A<p =  CW  A^90®, for 0 =  30® and 60®.
The other condition (26,b) is automatically satisfied on account of a; 5  .r^ .
The validity mentioned above should persist at least over a small range of 
wavelengths. For, though with a change in A the equality expressed in (26a) 
is apparently disturbed (since with an icrease in A. increases while and (?90® 
d(^creaso), yet any small unbalance should bo counteracted and set right by a 
corresponding change in absorption occuring inside the scatterer, over that small 
range of wavelength—of the order of 0.1 A (as in Barkla and Khastgir’s experiments 
•^vide Fig. 5, Barkla and Khastgir (1926b). Over this range, therefore, the per­
centage difference between the ratios for <f> =  60® and 90® will be each equal to 
that for ^ =  30®, which is again maintained (constant (== 9%) thro\igh that range. 
This result is also in accord with Barkla’s experimental observation.
But there is yet another point to consider. Beyond this range in question 
and on the longer wavelength-side, the equation (26a) which was previously fulfilled 
may break down owing to C90° and having rapidly fallen to a zero value at a 
particular wavelength and the scattered radiation, as a whole, becoming unmodi­
fied thereby. In that case our above treatment and deduction fall throujgh. To 
calculate the corresponding percentage difference of the ratios for <f> =  90®, it is 
necessary to go back to equation (27), where we have to put x>q =  A^ /A =  0, 0^ =  0 
and (A '-A 'y x ^ O .  This brings down the required percentage difference to a 
zero value, which explains the zero-line graph in Fig. 5, ease .4., p. 653, Barkla and 
Khastgir (1926b).
An analogous reasoning applies to ^  60®. Putting (7eo® =?= 0 and remem­
bering that the interference effect for paraffin wax scatterer at this large angle, 
is small indeed, we may assess ifrom eqn. (27) a magnitude for the percentage 
difference between the ratios at hardly above 1 or 2% which falls close to the 
limits of experimental error, thus yielding the zero-line graph again, as in the 
case of 9^ =  90® above.
A similar argument when A is large, however, is not tenable in the case jp == 30®; 
for, the calculation in (28; was independent of the condition (26a). The zero-line 
graph appearing above, is therefore, missing in this case.
The fact that the percentage difference between the ratios in (29) is equal 
to either a constant or zero, is equivalent to the law of the «7-phenomenon :
for the^iTMtion co n ew ^ . [See also, equations (30)* and (30(a))]
, . Thus may be explained, ip a general way, the features of the graphs presented 
6 ,v p ^ , Bwr^ d^  and Khastgir (192«)), viz.
(i) The double horizontal lines showing modified and unmodified scattering, 
separately for <p =  90® and 60® and a sin^e horizontal line standing for both 
modified and unmodified scattering, for <j) ^  30®.
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(ii) The degree of modification is ind^endent of the angle of soiattering ^  
and of the original incident wavelength A ( dthin a small range) under suitable 
circumstances.
(hi) The discontinuity (J- )^ setting inai about the same wavelength (^^0.6 A) 
for ^  =  90® and <f> =  60®.
B. Scattering at (j> ^  90® and the horizontal^ graph {S/P—A) for the unintercepted 
ratio
The intercepted ratio obtained in oqn.(2|) reads as :
(-87-P')90» = i r ' [  1-3090*1-1
A / ■ \ A
Putting a; =  0 the unintercepted ratio is deduced as : 
(iS/P)90° =  Jf' * (which is a constant independent of A) (30)
since ^A90°
A
Therefore {8IP)^q plotted against A or (p/p)^ji gives a horizontal line graph agree­
ing with Barkla and Khastgir’s observation (1927).—vide Figs. 1 and 2 p. 739.
C. Absorption : (f> =  90®.
(a) Absorbing thickness constant and greater than critical: When 
X > Xq (where corresponds to the smallest wavelength employed) and in addi­
tion, the condition (26a) is fulfilled over a small range of wavelengths, we know 
from (29) that over this range
r l(k)-{(/Sf/P)90°-(«7P')90^}/(/Sf/P)90« =  G, say, (const.).
** An identical result may be obtained in the case of a monochromatic beam also. For,
we can pass over from the heterogeneous beam to the homogeneous, by putting r* aXQ0°
This again makes (<Sf/P)90° =« K' ^ Const.
Regarding the heterogeneous incident spectrum as made up of a multitude pf mono­
chromatic constituents, represented by numerical subscripts, we have at  ^ 90°,
K ' «  iSilPi) ^  {S,IP2) «  {SsIPs) - .  ‘
. . «  (Sx+St+Si + . . .  0/(Fi+Pa-f Pa+ * • *
 ^ ^  c= {SJP)^Q° which is the same as (30), ^
where and Sn denote actual amoimts.of ionization produced by primary and scattered 
beams respectively oorresponding to the n-th constituent.
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Substituting the value of {SjP)%Q° == from (30), we have
=  A'-fl--G/100] =  0.91A', ... [30(a)]
assuming (/ =  9% as obtained by Barkla and Khastgir.
Thus the intercepted ratio is also constant over the above range of wave­
lengths, giving another horizontal line below the first, corresponding to the 
unintercepted ratio. Hero also, the percentage difference between the two ratios 
should bo the same (9% a s  previously) and was actually found to be so, irrespective 
of the material* of the absorber, in accordance with theory.
There is a marked bending down of the two graphs mentioned above towards 
the left-hand side, where presumably, tho incident radiations wore those which 
were hardened more and more by progressive filtration of a certain beam. In 
this region, the relation (26a) excuses to bo valid and the ratio (S'IP')90'^ has to be 
recalculated from equation (22). Remembering that r^ , =  0 and (-4— ^ 0 ,  
we have
(S7P')oo" = A "[i-3C?oo“ (
S  A '[ 1-3C90° ], since < < 1 .
Now, as A decreases Ceo” inoroac^cs. Therefore (S'IF)m° decreases as A decreases, 
which accounts for the observed bending of tho graph for the intercepted ratio.
(b) Absorbing thickness constant, but very small: When x  is very
{ir.<x^), **, so that equation (22) becomes :
A
(iS7P')90» =  K ' I + (A -A ')x '^
= K ' 3C90» j
Referring to Pig. 5., p. 744, Barkla and Khastgir (1927) and considering the 
case of Ag-absorber of thickness x  =  0.006 cm., wo may form from the above, 
an estimate of the ratio {8^IP^)^o  ^ for the same.
* A small difference—about 1 %—-consistently shown by the Cu and A1 lines (interoepted) 
in fig. 1> p. 739, Barka and Khastgir (1927) may be due to the fact that {A-^A*)x is equal to 0 
for Cu and about 0.15 for A1 (neglected previously).
** For long wavelengths.
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Putting X =  0.006 cm., B  — 84.6, (JAoo^  =  0.024A, A =  0.sA (mean value) 
and tentatively, (790® =  0.5 and also =  0.3, one obtainsA>
^Aoo°3(790“ BA®.
i.e. / ^ \\P'/W>
(-4— =  0.003 (approx)
(correct to abouio.3% )
A for A(j{x =  0.006 cm) superposes 
7P)90®’~A, agreeing with the expcri- 
The appearance of the unmodified
Thus the intercepted graph {8'IP')^o'" 
itself on the unintercepted horizontal graph 
mental observation of Barkla and Khastgir 
scattering here (see eqn. 31), is simply superflibial and illusory for obvious reasons.
The companion parallel straight line for A1 in the same figure being 0% 
below the unintercepted ratio—line, points to  the conclusion that its thickness 
(0.15 cm) is either equal to or greater than the critical corresponding to the smallest 
wavelength concerned and that the condition (26a) has been realised over the ex­
perimental range of wavelengths. The thickness of Ag (0.006 cm)is certainly less 
than its critical value; for otherwise, would its graph superpose on that of Al.
For hard filtered radiations, however, the picture appears to be entirely dif­
^A»0^
A
ferent. In  that case, is no longer approximately equal to
is not negligible as in (b).
The equation (22), therefore, rcMluces to
(8'IP')90“ =  K ' [ 1 -3 6 ’90’ ( -»■«) ]>
since the missing terms all work up together to a negligible magnitude. As the 
wavelength A is decreased, C90® increases (up to a value 1) and So also
I __ vide (/) of “Properties of with the result that the intercepted
This is the interpretation of the marked decline in the ratio (/S»/P)90® towards the 
ratio falls, harder end of the graph [in figs. 1 and 2, p. 739 (Barkla and 
Khastgir 1927)]. Because, though it is unintercepted in the ordinary sensei the 
rays concerned have yet to passthrough a very small thickness (0.01 cm) of Al 
which covers the window of the ionization chambers.
(c) Absorption of unmodified scattered radiation : At large values of A, 
the scattered radiation is unmodified and (790® =  0. Hence from (22)
== K '[1+(A -«A ')«] =  K'(const.)
=  (/S/P)90®, since ( A— < <  I* (31)
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This relation thus becomes independent of the material of the absorber to  
some extent and also of its tliickness.
Therefore, the graph for the intercepted ratio plotted against A lies on the 
same horizontal straight line as the corresponding graph for the unintercepted 
ratio, which is in conformity with the classical theory of scattering. The feature 
in question, is clearly borne out b> the plots in the longer wavelength region 
- -{Np )ai  >   ^® ™ ^  > P- Khastgir (1926b) and in Figs. 3
and 4, pp. 1121 and 1123, Barkia and Khastgir (1925b).
(d) Non-commutative absorption.
Referring to eqn. (23) in connection with the compound absorbers we have 
(S"IP’ U y  -  A" [ J -3<790« »A* (r*-f- -»•*) } + ( ^ i - ^ / ) *
-3^^90 ■ { f  “'V  ( +
(<SA90“)3 ) +  - f , )  ) ]
Interchanging the positions of the two absorbers, we have .
=  A' [ i - 36'90» yA» ( r^+ ^  ) |  + { A ,-A '^ ) y
-3C'90“{~i *A » r*+ LSAm)u
Obviously, the ratio (/S'7P'')a.+y is not identical with the ratio except
when the rays are homogeneous or when the absrobers are of the same material. 
This is an interesting result, pointing to the importance of the order or sequence in 
which the absorbers are placed.
I t  must be noted here, that although the experimental findings of Barkia 
and Khastgir have, in this paper, been amply corroborated from the theoretical 
stand-point, yet these findings are not to be accepted as perfectly general. The 
features in question owe their origin to a particular set of conditions imposed upon 
the experiments, which under other conditions, may lead to a different picture 
altogether and that with equal theoretical justification. Indeed, performances 
of heterogeneous X-rays, have shown themselves to be extremely sensitive to these 
conditions and variation thereof, brings about appreciable changes in the conse* 
quenoes. The choice of the absorbing thickness, for instance, is often a vital factor 
in deciding the issue. Many more examples, to this effect, may be cited—aome 
from the writer’s own works (unpublished) also. In  one experiment, as previously 
mentioned, progressive absorption by Ag (maximum thickness .0091) cm) 
yielded a curve smoothly sloping down, for A =  0.46A, in striking contrast with 
the horizontal line obtained by Barkia and Khastgir* . In  another experiment.
the ratio (SjP)^Q plotted against (p>lp)jn traced out a graph which ran horizontal 
for a certain length but steadily sloped down^towards the softer region of the rays. 
This was accompanied by the corresponding (/S7P')«o—graph for 0.7 mm Al- 
absorber, which was definitely a desconding|'curve and clearly distinct from the 
horizontal type, discussed previously. JKve the thickness of the scattorer has 
been noticed to play its part and affects tli ensuing results substantially. Yet 
none of these deviations have so far run coj iter with the concepts presented in 
the foregoing pages. Notwithstanding th e ) lot that some of the experimental 
results were a t variance (duo undoubte to (changed conditions) with those 
under review, there were still, a host of otlj 3rs in line with them.
I t  is, however, realised that the type of Absorption experiments dealt with in 
this paper, despite possessing certain advantages from experimental point of view, 
is hardly the type best suited for a crucial test of the Compton effect or of the 
concept of independent quanta. The reason is that, the individual constituents 
of the incident spectrum do not act incoherently. Another thing that should bo 
borne in mind in this context is that, the very structure of the heterogeneous 
complex radiation continually undergoes metamorphosis by absorption, as it 
passes from layer to layer of the absorbing substance, wliicli considerably compli- 
(tates the issue. Nevertheless, the present analysis, founded essentially on thq 
validity of the Compton’s quantum theory of X-ray scattering, has been able to 
explain most of the results experimentally observed and to substantiate many 
of the features of the J-phenomenon.
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Starting with Barkla’s idea of an ‘atmosphere’ of radiation, mentioned before 
and taking into account the various effects due to (i) Compton scattering, (ii) 
interference of the scattered radiations, (iii) absorption of the various constituents 
of the heterogeneous beam by an absorbing material and (iv) ionization produced 
by the radiations received in the ionization chambers, it has been possible to ex­
plain qualitatively and also quantitatively in many cases, most of the experimental 
results of Barkla and Khastgir on the comparative study of the primary and the 
scattered beams of heterogeneous X-radiations, (i) when both the beams were 
passed through the same increasing thickness of an absorbing substance for a 
particular average absorbability of the primary beam and (ii) when both the beams 
were intercepted by the same thickness of an absorbing substance for a wide 
range of absorbabilities of the primary beam.
With regard to the Compton scattering, the modified and the unmodified 
parts have been considered separately. ' In considering the effects of interference 
of the scattercKl radiations, predominantly in the forward direction, enhancement 
of the scattered intensity and the increase in the wavelength of the scattered 
beam have been taken into account. A function /  depending on the wavelength
5
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and the angle of s<;attering has been introduced to represent the enhanced intensity 
due to interference and the increase in the wavelength due to interference has been 
considered in addition to the Compton change of wavelength.
In the experiments with which we are concerned, the scattered beam was 
fairly wide in comparison with tlic primary beam, so that the primary and the 
Kcattcu’ccl beams could be comparable in their ionizing effects. With a narrow 
lieam, the mass -absorption coefficient is sliglitly higher than that with a wide 
lic^ am. This iiuTcased mass-absorption (;ooffi(?icnt of the narrow primary beam 
relative to the wide scattered beam has been taken into account in the theoretical 
analysis. In calculating the ratio S'/P ' for the heterogeneous beam, the concept 
of a critical absorbing thickness has been very useful. Further, a ‘disparity*’ 
—"tenn, has been introduced to characterise the difference in quality between 
two beams of slightly different wavelengths after transmission through a certain 
thickness x of an absorbing material. The average wavelength inside the absorb­
ing material has been taken as the mean of the average incident wavelength and 
th(^  av(irage transmitted wavelength, and the ‘disparity’ between the two beams of 
slightly different wavelengths after transmission has been defined as the fractional 
difference in the average transmitted wavelengths. The ‘disparity’—term has 
simplified the problem <)f relative abscvrption hy two beams of slightly different 
Vavelengths, while dealing witli heterogeneous X-rays. Finally the ionization 
produced by the radiations transmitted through an absorbing material and received 
in the ionization chambers has been considered.
(a) Progressive Absorption
Considering all the above factors, a theoretical expression for the ratio of 
the ionizations due to tlie scattered and the primary beams after transmission 
through a gradually increasing thickness of an absorbing material has been 
worked out for a definite average wavelength of the primary beam. This has 
enabled to explain the experimental results of Barkla and Khastgir on progressive 
absorption of the scattered and the primary beams of heterogeneous X-rays. 
The observations that in tlie case of Al and Cu, the ratio of the ionizations 
produced by the scattered and the primary beams decToased with the increasing 
thickness of the absorbing substance and that in the case of Ag and Sn, the 
ratio was independent of the thickness of the absorber have been interpreted 
from theoretical considerations.
The progressive absorption of the two beams of heterogeneous X-rays, scat­
tered at any angle <f> and scattered at 90^  ^ has also been theoretically investigated. 
I t  has been shown that in the backward direction >> 90°), the ratio of the ioni­
zations due to the two scattered beams should decrease with the increase of thick­
ness of the absorbing substance and that in the forward direction (<}> <I 90°), the 
ratio should (i) decrease as in the case of backward direction or (ii) increase or
(iii) remain constant with the increasing thickness. All the three types of the
variation were actually observed by the author (Pal, 1949). The results of Barkla 
and Mackenzie (1925, 1926) corresponded td^the types (i) and (iii) and those of 
Barkala and Kliastgir corresponded to the 4rp« (i) only.
When a decrease in the ratio of the ioni%a4>ns dno to the scattered and primary 
beams with increasing thickness of the absorbing substance was observed, Barkla 
and Khastgir occasionally observed a reduce! rate of decrease. This ‘sub-lover 
representing a smaller slope of the curve has jleen attributed by the author to the 
instability of the scattered beam in (lourse (M the observations. An attempt has 
also been made to explain the apparently ai»malous results which had boon ob­
tained by Barkla and Khastgir (1926b) w itf compound absorbers (i.e. with a 
gradually increasing thickness of A1 backed %  a constant thickness of Ag or Sn). 
(b) Ratio of the ionizations due to the scattered' the prinmiry beams  ^ intercepted 
and unintercepted by a givem thickness of the absorbing substance for different 
mass-absorption coefficients of the incident primary beam,.
The precentago difference between the intercepted and the unintercepted 
ratios has been theoretically worked out. Assuming that the change in wavelength 
due to interference of the scattered radiations is directly proportional to the 
wavelength A (which is true to a first approximation) for a small range of wave­
lengths, it has been shown that the percentage difference, as computed theoreti­
cally is constant, i.e. independent of the incident wavelength A within a (certain 
range, provided the thickness is equal to or greater than what has been called the 
critical absorbing thi(;kness. This is what had been observed by Barkla and 
Khastgir after the e/i-discontinuety had set in as in their Case A  or throughout 
the range as in their Case B. I t  has also been shown that the computed percentage 
difference between the 'unintercopted’ and the ‘intercepted ratios is of the same 
order of magnitude as had been observed by Barkla and Khastgir (i.e. 9%, when 
A1 was used to intercept the beams). Further, the significant observation of 
Barkla and Khastgir that the percentage difference between the ‘uninterceptecr 
and the ‘intercepted’ ratios is of the same order for the angles of scattering 30 , 
60° and 90°, has been explained, under certain conditions, from theoretical consi­
derations.
The (jonstancy of the percentage difference b£‘>tween the two ratios SjP  and 
over a range of wavelengths implies that difference between the mass- 
absorption-coefficients of the primary and the scattered beams is also constant 
over the same range of wavelengths. This difference is of course zero in Case 
A of Barkla and Khastgir for longer wavelengths. We thus got some theore­
tical justification for Barkla’s law of the J-phenomenon :
 ^  ^ =  0 or constant.
The theoretical analysis has also shown that the ‘unintercepted’ and the 
‘intercepted’ ratios of the scattered and the primary beams, under certain
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conditions are both constant and independent of wavelength. The well-known 
horizontal lines of Barkla and Khastgir in their curves showing SjP  and 
for diff(irent mass-absorption coefficients of the primary beam are thus explained. 
A marked bending down of the lines for very small mass-absorption coefficients 
has also becoi interpreted. In the case of c;ompound absorbore, a striking result 
of the tlieorctical analysis is the inequality of {{8"IP") and ^
heterogeneous beam of X-rays, where x and y arc the thicknesses of two 
different absorbing substances, in contact with each other, once when placed 
one behind the other and subsequently, when placed in the reversed order. 
This non-commutative absroption needs an experimental verification.
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